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1 Steps to publication 

Before your work can appear on the publication server and in regional, national and international catalogues, 

three steps are necessary. (1) First of all, we require some information about the publication and about you as 

the author. (2) Then you need to upload the document to the server. (3) Finally, you must sign the declaration 

of consent and send it to us.  

Step 1: Document details 

This information is input and the document subsequently uploaded using an input wizard (German only). The 

following information is requested: 

 Type of publication (thesis/dissertation) and language 

 Title, subheading and translated titles 

 Information on the authors 

 Source (in the case of articles) 

 Abstract (optional) 

 Keywords (optional) 

 Information on institutions 

 Date of submission to the faculty, date of defence, names of supervisors and examiners  

If you have any questions, please don’t hesitate to get in touch with us at publikationsserver@ub.uni-leipzig.de. 

Step 2: Upload the document 

Once these details have been input, the document can be uploaded (also using the input wizard) and your 

contact details entered. We recommend that you remove your curriculum vitae from the document unless the 

applicable doctoral regulations stipulate otherwise. Remember that personal rights could also be violated in 

the preface, acknowledgement or dedication. We also recommend using the PDF file format for the document. 

Please also note the Technical notes on creating PDF files. Don’t use password or copy protection to restrict 

access to the file. 

If your publication is already available online, you can also send us the URL. The receipt of your document will 

be confirmed to you by email.  

Step 3: Sign the consent form 

Before your work can be published, we need a signed declaration of consent from you. The consent form for 

electronic publishing can be downloaded here: 

 Declaration of consent (PDF, German) 

 Declaration of consent (PDF, English) 

http://ul.qucosa.de/veroeffentlichen/eingabeassistent/
mailto:publikationsserver@ub.uni-leipzig.de
http://ul.qucosa.de/fileadmin/groups/qucosa/PDF/Einverstaendniserklaerung_UBL_2015-11-25.pdf
http://ul.qucosa.de/fileadmin/groups/qucosa/PDF/Letter_of_Agreement_UBL_2015-12-08.pdf
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Please send the completed, signed form to the following address:  

Universitätsbibliothek Leipzig 

Bereich Medienbearbeitung 

Beethovenstrasse 6 

04107 Leipzig 

After your data has been processed and your declaration of consent received, your document will be published 

on Leipzig University’s publication server. You will be notified of this by email. 

2 Copyright information 

1. Papers uploaded to the publication server must not violate German copyright law. This means that 

either you as the author have the right to reproduce and make it available to the public or that the 

usage rights must be obtained from the copyright owner. If you yourself are the copyright owner of a 

document that is to be uploaded to the publication server, you retain all exclusive rights of use. Since 

the publication server is not a publisher, you only grant us simple rights of use that are necessary to 

make your work publicly accessible. If you later assign them to a publisher for commercial 

exploitation, you must inform the publisher that your document has been published on the 

publication server. 

2. If using already published works, copyright protection means that in most cases a publisher (or 

occasionally the copyright owner) needs to agree to republication on the internet and that this new 

use often has to be paid for via a copyright collecting agency (e.g. VG Wort). The mere digitization of 

an already published work (whether as text, image or sound) does not constitute a new, freely usable 

work, even if digitization is carried out by its creator. 

3. Your publication on the server must not infringe any third-party copyright. As the author, you are 

responsible for ensuring that your work does not violate copyright. 

4. Multimedia products: The copyright owner of multimedia products normally enjoys the same 

copyright protection as the copyright owner of pure text documents. If external materials (photos, 

texts, clip art, graphics, tables, music, videos, animations, etc.) are included, copyright and other rights 

pertaining to the materials must always be observed. 

3 Technical notes on creating PDF files 

Documents are published on the Leipzig University publication server using the PDF format. There are various 

conversion programs for creating PDF files. Many word processing programs can export files directly as PDF 

files. PDF/A is a special ISO-standardized PDF format for the long-term archiving of electronic documents. If 

your conversion program can create PDF/A files, please use this option to create your documents. 

Leipzig, 16.10.2019 

http://de.wikipedia.org/wiki/PDF/A

